
The sound system setup is extremely important for a successful hypnosis performance.
 

Hypnosis Show Requirements
Gavin Hooper

1. STAGE MONITOR is required which can be 1 monitor (speaker) facing the volunteers 
2 monitors are better. This ensures the volunteers can hear everything properly and go 
into trance.)
2. TWO (2) professional quality powered speakers facing forward toward the audience, 
preferably on poles or stands.
3. Mixing board to connect a Microphone and Bluetooth receiver Gavin will have his own 
wireless microphone and BT device that can be hooked into your system. The Plug in 
requirements for each unit is: Microphone: this has a XLR output or a 1/2” jack, the cable 
must be able to be plugged into the mixing board. Gavin’s music cues are sent through a 
bluetooth receiver that must be within 100 feet or closer to the mixing board. The 
Bluetooth device will require a plug configuration of either RCA 1/8 inch audio cable to a 
3.5mm audio plug in or RCA to XLR or 1/2” plug. 
Clarity of sound is extremely important for a successful hypnosis show. If you’re using a 
DJ please have him / her arrive at least 60 minutes prior to the guests arrival or hypnosis 
show start time for sound checks.
 
Stage Hypnosis Performance: A section of floor can be used instead of a stage (and is 
preferred over the use of risers see below) The floor space must be in an open area that 
is clearly visible to the audience. i.e, a gym, ballroom or conference room dance floor. 
 
Hypnosis and Risers: Risers must be solid with no spaces or cracks in-between the 
sections. The back of the riser must be against a wall (not curtain) or have a railing in the 
back. This makes it safer for the volunteers. There should be no space between the back 
of the riser and the wall unless a back railing is used.



             
                 
                 

    
 
A Stage Hypnosis show requires audience participation. The bigger the audience the more 
fun the show becomes. Gavin wants you and your guests to have a great experience, so 
please have your team and guests seated and ready to watch and or participate at the 
start of the performance. 
 
NO Surprises Please: Hypnotists aren’t always a welcome surprise, therefore your 
guests, employees, friends etc must be made aware that a hypnotist will be at your event a 
minimum of two weeks prior or longer is strongly suggested. A hypnotist at your event 
should not be a surprise to anyone as it can and will scare some people due to different 
beliefs etc. 
 
Very Important: Hypnosis is a willing and wanting state of mind, on and off stage, it is for 
people who are willing to volunteer and want to experience hypnosis first hand. 
 
Please note it’s Volunteer NOT “VolunTOLD” If people are pressured or manipulated in 
anyway made to feel as if they should or have to volunteer, it will not work for them and 
could have an adverse effect on the entire performance. 
 
Hypnosis works for everyone, Everyone who wants to be hypnotized and allows it to 
happen that is. I love hypnosis and people, but if I could force people to do my bidding…
Lets face it; I’d be robbing banks for a living lol. 
 
See you soon, lets have a lot of fun.
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Stage Width 30 Feet

Monitor Speaker Monitor Speaker

Mixer Board

15+ chairs in semi-circle position

Hypnosis Show Requirements / Stage Plot
Gavin Hooper

Back of stage must be flush against the wall or have a back 
railing. Drapes / pipes are not considered to be a back wall.

20 (non-folding) chairs
2 Professional Grade Powered Speakers
Mixer Board - minimum 4 outputs
1 or 2 Monitor / Speakers (2 is best)


